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PART I
SECTION 1. USE OF ENGLISH

Read the following sentences and choose the correct answer to complete each sentence.
1. The film I watched yesterday was ________ than the other one last Saturday.

A. more interesting B. most interesting
C. the interesting D. interesting

2. We ____ best friends since we studied in elementary school.
A. has been B. were been C. have be D. have been

3. Everybody around the world should _____ the environment.
A. protects B. protect C. has protected D. protected

4. We need sugar for baking cookies. Please, buy ____ of sugar.
A. many B. a few C. a kilo D. any

5. Japanese students ____ take off their shoes and wear slippers. It is required.
A. have B. have to C. has to D. don’t have to

Read the sentences and choose the correct order.
6. If /hurry/don't/you /the/bus/will/miss//you.

A. If you don't hurry, you will miss the bus.
B. If you hurry don't, you will miss the bus.
C. If you don't hurry, you miss the bus will.
D. If you will don't hurry you miss the bus.

7. studied/Frank /less/than/he/but/got/the/best/grade/planned.
A. Frank studied less than he, but got the planned best grade.
В. Frank studied than he planned less but got the best grade.
С. Frank studied less than he planned, but got the best grade.
D. Frank studied than less he planned, but got the best grade.

SECTION 2. VOCABULARY.

Read the following sentences and choose the correct answer to complete each sentence.
8. 7 ______ 2 is equal to 14.

A. multiplied by B. subtracted by C. plus D. divided by
9. My favorite activity is _____ at school. We learn from each other.

A. cleaning a classroom B. reading in a library
C. working alone D. working in groups

10. Eating locally grown fruits and _____ is healthier than eating any other food.
A. meat B. sweets C. fast food D. vegetables
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Read the words carefully and choose the odd word out.
11. mini-skirts, fancy clothes, platform shoes, big charms, baggy trousers

A. mini-skirts В. fancy clothes С. big charms D. baggy trousers

12. a flower girl, a bride, a honeymoon, a cute pilot, a groom , bridesmaids

A. flower girl В. a cute pilot С. a honeymoon D. a groom

13. an automobile, a canoe, a green plant, transportation, a submarine, drones

A. an automobile B. transportation C. a green plant D. a submarine

Choose the suitable words to the description
14. The game similar to tennis, played by hitting a small object with feathers on it over a net

A. badminton B. table-tennis C. soccer D. baseball
15. A container for carrying medicine for the emergency treatment

A. A first-aid-kit B. a fleece jacket C. an air mattress D. a helmet

SECTION 3. COMMUNICATION

Read the conversations and choose the best answers.
16. A: ____________

B: That's a good idea.
A. Do you swim well? B. Did you like swimming?
C. Do you enjoy swimming? D. Why don't we go swimming?

17. A: ____________ on your summer holiday?
B: I haven't decided yet.

A. Could you tell me the way B. How about going
C. Where are you going D. Can you tell me what's wrong

18. A: What is your favourite subject?
B: My favourite subject is English.
A: ____________
B: Yes, but I like doing homework.

A. Did you do your homework?
B. Does your teacher give much homework?
C. How much homework does your teacher give?
D. Don't you like other subjects?

19. Bold: What are you doing on Saturday morning?
Saran: ___________________

A. On Saturday morning, I plan to meet my friends.
B. On Saturday morning, I’m planning to meet my friends.
C. Every Saturday morning, I like cycling.
D. I watch a film on Saturday

20. What does “OUT OF ORDER” mean?
A. Serve yourself B. You can order outside
C. Please order here D. This machine doesn’t work
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SECTION 4. READING

Read the passage and choose the correct answer from A, B, C or D.
Food in space: Astronauts have already visited the Moon and lived on space stations.
They’ve never been to another planet, but they might visit Mars soon. The astronauts will
spend about six months traveling back to the Earth. They’ll be away from the Earth for
about three years, so they’ll need a lot of food!
It’s very expensive to take food into space. It costs about 120.000 dollars. Of course,
they will need to take quite a lot of food with them to feed the astronauts for three years.
This amount of fresh food cannot stay fresh, and is very expensive to take, so they need
to find food that is not very heavy. At the moment, astronauts in space stations eat dried
food. It’s very light, so it doesn’t cost a lot of money to carry it into space. But astronauts
stay healthier and happier if they eat fresh food. In the future, astronauts on Mars may
grow vegetables like lettuce, spinach and carrots.
Astronauts on Mars will probably have special machines. They’ll use these machines to
change beans into foods that taste like meat or cheese. They probably won’t eat real
meat or cheese because it won’t be possible to keep animals in space.

21. Which planet do the astronauts plan to go to next?
A. The Earth. B. The Moon. C. Mars. D. Space.

22. How long will it take to get to Mars?
A. Six months. B. One year. C. Two years. D. Three years.

23. Why do the astronauts eat dried food?
A. Because it is very healthy B. Because it makes them happy
C. Because it is cheap to buy D. Because it is cheap to carry

24. What may astronauts do in the future?
A. Take enough fresh food for their journey
B. Grow some fresh vegetables on Mars
C. Eat only dried food
D. Grow food in their spacecraft

25. What is the purpose of the machines mentioned in the passage?
A. To provide a source of entertainment for astronauts
B. To produce artificial gravity on Mars
C. To create food with flavors resembling meat or cheese
D. To convert Martian soil into food
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PART II

2.1. Match the words in bold with their synonyms.
The United States is a federal union which consists of fifty-five states and one
independent district- the District of Columbia. The District of Columbia is the territory of
the national capital of the USA. Washington is situated on both banks of the Potomac
River, between two states, Maryland and Virginia. This place was chosen by the first
American president George Washington. The land of a hundred square miles was
bought from private owners by the state. The capital got the name of Washington after
the name of its founder. In terms of land area, Washington is not larger than Los
Angeles. It has been the federal capital since 1800. The population of Washington is
about 11 million in the USA, such as New York, Chicago, Los Angeles.

a. consists of 1. a city which is the center of government
b. independent 2. belonging to someone
c. owner 3. all the people living in, particular country
d. capital 4. made up
e. population 5. to be formed from
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